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Who has time to clean? Almost nobody! Who September/October 1994
wants to live in a clean house? Just about

WHAT'S NEW IN CLEANING PRODUCTSeverybody, observes The Soap and Detergent
Convenience and Performance Lead theAssociation, which also reports that consumers of
Waythe '90s are interested in products that perform

quickly and effectively and that are geared to the HOT WATER SETTINGS
variety of surfaces found in today's homes. Safety First 2

Manufacturers are constantly tracking consumer
lifestyles, habits, and preferences; evaluating new LEAD POISONING
surfaces, fibers and fabrics; and researching the A Danger to Children 3

latest technology and environmental issues. As a
result, cleaning products are always improving. Q&A

Sparked by their overwhelming success in the SDA Answers Your Questions 3

personal care market, gels are the newest product
MISCELLANYform in the household cleaning market. Gels, or

4colloids, are a suspension of liquid and solid Caring for Silk and Rayon
Fun Facts 4

particles. They stick to surfaces better than liquids
Washing Clean and Green 4

or powders, thus increasing their cleaning Formal Goes Casual 4
efficiency. Gel cleaners are reported to be Back-to-School Storage 5
stronger, neater and easier to use than their Dress Shirts 5
powder or liquid counterparts. New products
include gel fabric stain removers, liquigel scouring WHAT'S NEW? 5

powders and automatic dishwasher gets
Concentrated detergents are responsible for the KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 611

biggest changes in the laundry detergent market.
These compacts, or "ultras," currently represent
about 90% of laundry powders and 75% of liquid
detergents. Ultra powders generally call for about In the category of automatic dishwasher
V* to Vz cup of product per use compared with one products, gels and ultra powders are the news.
cup for standard detergents. Ultra liquid The chief benefit of a dishwasher gel is that it
recommendations range from % to 4/10 cup, won't leave residue or undissolved powder. Ultra
compared with an average of 1/2 cup for standard powders generally require about half as much
liquids. One benefit of the concentrates is their detergent per load as regular powders and come
smaller packages which are easier for consumers in smaller, easy-to-carry boxes.
to carry and use. Environmental concerns have In the hand dishwashing category, the newest
spawned powdered detergents in refill bags which product is a combination dishwashing detergent
use considerably less packaging material and take and antibacterial hand soap. The benefit is having
up less landfill space. one product at the sink to perform two functions.

Many familiar products have been reformulated to
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be milder, in a clear form and with improved HOT WATER SETTINGS
grease-cutting abilities. Safety First

Other developments in household cleaning
products involve both product formulation and Because of safety concerns, most new hot water
packaging. Look for multi-surface cleaners that heaters are preset at 120°F. This lower
serve a variety of functions, including cleaning temperature setting protects young children, the
glass and other hard surfaces without leaving elderly and other at-risk family members from the
streaks. Surface-specific cleaners are available dangers of tap water scalding. This same concern
for surfaces that have special requirements, such for safety has prompted many owners of older hot
as fiberglass, wood and no-wax floors. Some new water heaters to lower the temperature setting.
formulations do not require rinsing and do not Unfortunately, while lower water temperatures
leave a residue. Many kitchen and bath cleaners are indeed safer, the best cleaning results occur
now disinfect surfaces as well as clean. New oven when the water heater is set at 140°. Because
cleaners are milder and designed to be used with there may be times when it appears to be a trade
oven heat to boost their cleaning power. New off between safety and less effective cleaning
convenience products include stain sticks and results, The Soap and Detergent Association
gels that can be used to treat a garment stain offers some suggestions to maximize cleaning
immediately and will remain effective even if efficiency.
laundering is delayed up to one week. Carpet and If clothes are becoming grey and dingy, it may
upholstery cleaners contain soil and stain be because of too-cool water temperatures. Oily
repellents that help protect against future oily stains may not be emulsified and may redeposit
stains and resoiling. Some include special on the clothes. To combat this, increase the
brushes with the products and are designed for amount of detergent and extend the wash time. If
fast and easy clean-up. Biological drain openers suitable, use bleach and other additives. Do more
are preventative products designed to treat slow presoaking and pretreating. Avoid overloading the
drains via a culture of bacteria that dissolves the machine.

grease that accumulates in pipes. One growing n the dishwasher, lower water temperatures
category is automatic toilet bowl cleaners. affect the detergent's ability to dissolve and
Available in a variety of shapes, they slow down activate. In addition, greasy food soils are more
build-up of stains and deodorize the bowl. difficult to remove. Because the cycle times are

New, more functional containers for products set and the detergent dispensers hold a
include toilet bowl cleaners in bottles shaped for predetermined amount, additional detergent and
hard-to-reach areas and stain removers with increased wash time are not viable options to
scrub tops. Many cleaning product bottles now compensate for the effects of lower water
use recycled plastic and are recyclable. temperature. Instead, look for ways to keep the

Color-free products are particularly appealing to water temperature as high as possible. If the
a certain segment of the market. "Clear" is a machine has water heating options, be sure to
characteristic available in products from hand use them. In addition, let the faucet nearest the
dishwashing detergents to window cleaners. sink run until the water is hot before starting the
Fragrance-free versions of many popular cleaning dishwasher. Avoid using hot water for other
products appeal to a small segment of the market. activities, such as laundry or showers, while the
However, the majority of consumers still prefer dishwasher is operating.
some type of light fragrance. Lemon and citrus Because there is less residual heat in the
blends, including orange and grapefruit, are dishwasher, a lower water temperature may affect
popular, as are back-to-nature fragrances, such drying results. Utilize the "Heat Dry" options. Do
as fresh air, mountain air, spring, country and not overload the dishwasher, and stack dishes
sun. Lighter, fresher fruity floral scents are and utensils according to the appliance
replacing heavier potpourri fragrances of the past. manufacturer's instructions. .

Pine is still an important disinfectant fragrance. .
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

LEAD POISONING Q&A
A Danger to Children SDA Answers Your Questions

Lead is a silent enemy, affecting the health of one Q: I sometimes have a problem with dark-
in six children in America. It was once a common colored garments bleeding onto white- or
ingredient in paint, gasoline, water pipes and light-colored collars and trim. I read that
many other products. The Soap and Detergent soaking fabrics in salt or vinegar water would
Association says lead can still exist in the dust, set colors. Is this true? If not, is there any way
paint or soil in and around many homes, as well to keep colors from bleeding?
as in drinking water or food. Small children have a A: Years ago, it was common practice to use a
tendency to put everything in their mouths, salt or vinegar solution to set dyes. However,
including paint chips, and because they may these procedures are not effective with today's
breathe lead-contaminated dust as they play on new dyes. We are not aware of any procedure
the floor or in the dirt, they are particularly that will set dyes.
susceptible to its harmful effects. These include There are ways to care for garments that may
learning disabilities, decreased growth, not be colorfast. The first rule is, of course, read
hyperactivity, impaired hearing, and even brain and follow care label instructions. To check for

damage. Fortunately, some simple precautions colorfastness, test the garment before laundering,
can help protect them. especially when there is white or light-colored trim

The Centers for Disease Control recommends on a dark-colored garment. Put a small amount of
that children be tested for lead poisoning by their water or laundry detergent on an inconspicuous
first birthday, and every few years thereafter. area of the dark color. If the color runs, it is not
Children who live in an older building, or one that colorfast and may bleed onto the trim.
contains lead paint, should be first tested at six Wash the garment separately the first time. If
months, then yearly. there is color left in the wash water, continue

Areas where children play should be kept dust- washing it separately, until the color no longer
free and clean. The Environmental Protection bleeds into the water.

Agency recommends cleaning window ledges and If dye bleeds onto the trim, try rewashing the
chewable surfaces, such as crib railings, with a garment, several times, if necessary. Rewashing
product containing phosphate. Since most of may eventually remove the transferred dye from
today's cleaning products do not contain the trim and the excess dye from the garment.
phosphate, consider using TSP which can be
purchased at a hardware store. Be sure to wear Q: To boost the power of cleaning products
rubber gloves and follow label directions carefully. for heavily soiled areas, I sometimes mix two

Wash children's hands before they eat. or three products together. My daughter says
Regularly wash toys and stuffed animals and dry this is not a good idea. What is your opinion?
them thoroughly to keep dust from clinging. A: Your daughter is correct. It is not a good idea

Make sure children are not chewing on anything to mix cleaning products. This is true for several
covered with lead paint. This includes window reasons. First, products containing ammonia or
sills, cribs and playpens. Have your home tested acids should not be mixed with chlorine bleach

for lead paint. If it exists, use a person with because this mixture can create hazardous

special training to remove it. Scraping, sanding, gasses. Cleaning products with ammonia or acids
even heat removal methods can all release will explain this on the label.
dangerous lead particles into the air. Sometimes mixing products cancels out the

Because lead can enter the water supply effectiveness of one of the products and
through household plumbing made from lead sometimes unpleasant fumes may be created.
materials, it is important to have the water tested. Some products contain bleach and mixing could
Contact your local health department or water increase bleach levels and odor. .

supplier. .
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MISCELLANY Washing Clean and Green

Enzymes are used in many types of household
Caring for Silk and Rayon cleaners, from laundry and automatic dishwasher
Silk and rayon fibers are used in some of today's detergents to laundry pretreat products, color-safe
most elegant fabrics. Fabrics made from either of bleaches, drain openers and carpet cleaners.
these fibers have similar care properties. These products are often called "biological"

Follow the information on the garment's care powders and liquids, explains The Soap and
label, suggests The Soap and Detergent Detergent Association, because the enzymes
Association. Some dyes, particularly the darker digest stains in exactly the same way they digest
ones, in "washable" silk and rayon will dissolve in food in the stomach. Once the enzymes have
water, causing dye bleeding and dye transfer. done their job, the other components of the
Test multi-color articles before washing. Use a detergent or cleaner can do theirs. Spent
short washing cycle, do not soak for any length of enzymes go down the drain, where they rapidly
time, and avoid using chlorine bleach. break down into harmless components which

Some fabrics have a sizing that may discolor on soon become part of the natural cycle again.
contact with moisture, including food and Protein-splitting proteases, which help remove
beverage spills, perspiration and rain. Test any protein-based stains, such as blood, grass and
water-based stain removal method on an egg, are the most commonly used enzymes.
unexposed seam. Wet the fabric and blot with a Others include lipase, which breaks down fat
dry cloth. Let the spot air dry, then check for stains from substances such as salad oil, butter,
fading or spotting. For oil-based greases and human sebum (the grease that stains shirt collars
soils, drycleaning fluid is the preferred method. and cuffs) and some cosmetics, including lipstick.
Never rub the fabric when wet or damp - it may Amylases remove starch-based stains, such as
damage the dye. those made by potatoes, pasta and rice.

Practice preventative care. Consider underarm
shields if heavy perspiration is a concern. Allow
perfume, deodorant and hair spray to dry before Formal Goes Casual

dressing. In a season where velvet and denim get equal
billing, the newest trends in home furnishings

Fun Facts fabrics blur the distinction between formal and

What gives us the jitters? And what makes us casual looks. For a soft hand, everything from
relax? Two national surveys have turned up some moire to damask to ready-to-wear inspired denim
interesting answers, observes The Soap and has a washed finish.

Detergent Association. Eclectic fabric mixes, such as denim with
. Giving a speech is a greater source of stress tapestry or denim with leather, often appear in the

(50%) than getting married (40%). same piece of upholstered furniture. It is not
Going on a first date, getting divorced and going unusual to find as many as five different fabrics.

to the dentist were all rated as producing the mixed on one furniture frame.

same amount of stress (33%). Here are some other trends spotted by The
A warm bath or shower is the stress reliever of Soap and Detergent Association: velvet, in.

choice for both men and women. interpretations that range from casual washed
More women (28%) take baths than men cotton to elegant crushed velvet; outdoor motifs,.

(22%) but the majority of women (64%) prefer including fossilized leaves, animals and faux furs
showers. and hides; large-scale, five-point florals and
Respondents estimated that their showers lasted oversized medallions; fruit motifs; and apparel-.

10 minutes or more. Teen girls estimated 15 driven groupings, including brushed twill.
minutes. However, the average shower actually
takes four minutes.
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Back-to-school Storage WHAT'S NEW?

^ Looking for a unique back-to-school gift for a
Why order out when you can cook pizza at homefavorite student? Roomy, plastic boxes, totes and
in five minutes, control the ingredients to make itlockers are an unexpected, yet welcome, gift,
healthier and be assured of easy cleanup? Thesuggests The Soap and Detergent Association.
Pizza Bella is a pizza oven with removable stoneOversized bins solve many of the storage
surface for easy cleaning, a temperature controlproblems students face as a result of cramped
and auto/off safety switch. It's useful for cookingliving quarters, a large number of personal
other foods, including bagels and calzones.possessions and the need for mobility. Under-bed
(Deni/Keystone Mfg. Co., Inc.; 20 Norris Street;storage bins have wheels for easy access. Clear
P.O. Box 863; Buffalo, NY 14240)shoe box styles offer visibility and easy stacking.

Locker-type boxes, with up to 35-gallon capacity,
are perfect for storing books, sports equipment,

The Sponge Holder keeps drippy sponges wherehobby supplies and personal belongings. Bright
they belong - inside the sink. For easy access, afashion colors, such as hunter green, plum and
suction cup secures the holder to the inner sink.cobalt, add a distinctive touch.
The stand-away design permits air drying on allEven stay-at-home students will find these
four sides of the sponge so mildew is less likely tostorage containers useful. And Moms will like the
occur. It is perfect for bathtubs, too, as a holderfact that most of these plastic containers are easy
for a sponge, a back brush or even a washcloth.to clean using a hand dishwashing detergent and
(Jokari/U.S., Inc.; 1205 Venture Court;water or a non-abrasive, all-purpose cleaner.
Dallas, TX 75006)

Dress Shirts
Prevent or protect an aching back with the

< From reports gathered by The Soap and BackSaver, a laundry basket with extendable legs.
Detergent Association, a sophisticated "oven Made of ctouble-resin plastic, the cart has side
baking process" appears to be the most dramatic levers that drop or retract the legs. With legs
dress shirt development since permanent press. extended, the basket is about 25" high. With legs

Unlike their polyester permanent press folded, it is 111/^" tail. It comes in red or ivory, with
predecessors, these new wrinkle-resistant (w-r) black legs.
dress shirts are all cotton. Because of the current (Farberware, Inc.; 1500 Basset Avenue;
competition, manufacturers are reluctant to Bronx, NY 10461)
disclose technical details of the process. However,
they do point out that in addition to being iron-
free, w-r dress shirts dry faster, have better soit- Until now, down has been strictly a generic
release properties and better color clarity. product. But a new chemical treatment which can
Although these new shirts will be from five to 10 be applied to unprocessed down is changing that.
percent more expensive than non-w-r shirts, they According to the manufacturer, the Insuloft
may save customers money in the long run. method virtually eliminates allergy- and odor-
Industry experts estimate that the average causing agents. It also improves both the quality
American man's dry cleaning expenditures of the loft and the washability. It will be initially
amount to $65 per shirt per year. . introduced to the consumer market in better

quality comforters.
(United Feather & Down; 77 Commercial Street;
Brooklyn, NY 11222) .
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS Dishcloths used to clean up around raw meats
and poultry become contaminated and should be

Don't forget to clean your refrigerator on a regular washed in hot water and bleach before

basis. This not only improves the look of your they are used to wipe up countertops and other
kitchen, but improves the performance and thus surfaces.

the energy efficiency of the appliance. Towels and sheets can also carry viruses and
Every three months, remove the grill then bacteria, especially if someone is ill. Launder

vacuum the condenser coils and floor. For soiled linens in hot water using detergent and
automatic-defrost models, remove and clean the bleach.

water-evaporation tray.

When hand washing a large number of dishes,
Today, wood and glass are a popular furniture use water as hot as possible. Fill the sink or
combination. Using a multi-surface product dishpan with hot water, add dishwashing
formulated to clean both surfaces is a good detergent and stir to dilute and evenly disperse.
choice. The water should feel smooth or slick; in hard

If using two specialty products (glass cleaner water areas, you may need more detergent.
and wood cleaner) spray each cleaner on a Wash dishes and utensils group by group,
separate cloth instead of directly onto the starting with the least soiled and ending with the
surfaces. The wood finish may be susceptible to most heavily soiled. For example, wash glasses
the glass cleaner and the wood cleaner may first, then flatware, next plates, serving dishes and
cause streaking on the glass. end with baking dishes and pans. .

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and DetergentAssociation. Mention
of product names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsementor a guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the
Association and/or its member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumerwaste.
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